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Abstract. Efficient implementation of multiple dispatching is critical with regard to the success of the multi-

methods, which are recognized as a powerful mechanism in object-oriented programming languages. Howev-

er, the current known time-efficient approaches suffer of poor space efficiency. This paper presents a novel

multiple dispatching approach that substantially improves the space efficiency over the known constant time

lookup approaches. The approach we propose is applicable to a wide range of languages supporting locally or

partially ordered multi-methods, both statically and dynamically typed.
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1   Introduction

Multi-methods have been recognized as a powerful mechanism in object-oriented programming languages, by

guiding method lookup using the value of all arguments instead of only the receiver. Dispatching on multi-

methods is called multiple dispatching [10].

There are two different kinds of multi-methods supported by current languages. One is totally ordered mul-

ti-methods. The methods are totally ordered by prioritizing argument position, with earlier argument positions

completely dominating later argument positions. Perhaps the best known language supporting this kind of

multi-methods is CLOS [8]. The advantage of such a kind of multi-methods is the disambiguity of the method

specificity. However, the disadvantage is that the method specificity must rely on the argument positions and

programmers may not really need that [10].

The other kind of multi-methods takes another view on the method specificity, where all argument posi-

tions have an equal priority to determine the method specificity. It is called partially ordered multi-methods,

because such a strategy in general just identifies a partial order with respect to the method specificity. Lan-

guages supporting partially ordered multi-methods are Cecil [10, 11] and Key [21]

The above two kinds of multi-methods take different philosophies with respect to the method specificity,

each of which has its own advantages and disadvantages. However, efficient implementation of multiple dis-

patching is still critical with regard to the success of using multi-methods. On the one hand, multiple dispatch-

ing needs more arguments to guide the method lookup. This makes it slower than dispatching based just on the



traditional single dispatched methods (e.g. C++ and Smalltalk). On the other hand, a serious problem in multi-

ple dispatching is the space requirement. Different method combinations can make the lookup structure to

explode exponentially. Several previous work have been trying to resolve these problems [5, 12, 17, 20]. Some

are time efficient, and some are space efficient,but never both.

The work of this paper is to provide a novel lookup mechanism for multi-methods. Our scheme absorbs and

extends the ideas of previous work on multiple dispatching [5, 12]. The lookup is done by means of several

nested transition-array accesses. The transition-arrays are constructed from a lookup automaton and are com-

pressed by means of a grouping technique. Analyses and experiments show that our scheme is both time and

space efficient in comparison to previous techniques. Furthermore, the approach we propose is applicable to a

wide range of languages supporting locally or partially ordered multi-methods, both statically and dynamical-

ly typed.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous work on multiple dispatching

and compares that to our work. Section 3 identifies the model of object-oriented type system and the ambigu-

ity rule for partially ordered multi-methods. The dispatch approach is depicted in Section 4. Section 5 de-

scribes the techniques used to construct the lookup structure and Section 6 presents a technique to further com-

press the lookup structure. Sections 7 and 8 evaluate the time and space efficiency for our techniques. Finally,

we conclude our approach in Section 9.

2   Previous Work and Comparison

The first goal of multiple dispatching is time efficiency. Several time efficient approaches have been proposed

for multiple dispatching. However, the relevant problem is the large space requirement. For example, in the

Flavors system, Moon [20] proposed a lookup structure which is organized as a set of hash tables. With such a

scheme, the number of all possible cases is combinatorially explosive. For comparison, Dussud [15] and Kic-

zales, et al. [17] introduced cache techniques for multiple-dispatching running in CLOS. The dynamic cache

requires memory only for called methods. At the time of dispatching, the search starts in the cache. However,

the problem of combinatorial explosion is not resolved.

Amiel, et al. [5] proposed a technique to optimize multi-methods dispatching using compressed dispatch

tables to represent all dispatch cases. Initially, all dispatch cases are calculated and represented by tables. For

each table, the following compression techniques are employed:

• Eliminating rows or columns containing only null values;

• Grouping identical rows or columns.

In order to access these compressed tables, they suggested to introduce new indices called argument-arrays:

each arguments-array is one-dimensional and indexed by the types. Given a method invocation m, the ith argu-

ments-array of m holds the positions of every type in the ith dimension of the compressed dispatch table of m,

i.e. when the type appears as the ith argument. The number 0 indicates that this type cannot appear as the ith

argument. Fig. 1 shows an example to illustrate this idea. Thus for a method invocation m(B, D), by means of

arguments-arrays m_arg1 and m_arg2, the dispatch result can be found in the entry of the compressed table at

the (m_arg1[B])th row and the (m_arg2[D])th column, i.e. m(B, D) is dispatched to m1. This technique provides



Fig. 1   An example for compressed dispatch tables
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a fast dispatch mechanism; however, the space requirement of the approach can still be very large. The combi-

natorial explosion problem is still critical with these structures.

In order to reduce the space requirement, in the presence of totally ordered multi-methods (e.g. CLOS and

CommonLoops), Chen, et al. introduced a lookup automaton structure to implement the method dispatching

[12]. With this approach, the space requirement is reduced essentially. The idea is to build an automaton that

takes the types of successive arguments as input and whose states record the order of the possible applicable

methods, given the type seen so far. In order to reduce the space requirements, the automaton does not list all

possible dispatch cases. Consequently, a run-time subtype checking is needed for method lookup. There have

been several efficient techniques to speed up the subtype checking (e.g. [1]) and the method lookup can be

implemented at constant time. However, the time efficiency of this lookup approach using run-time subtype

checking is still lower than the general vector-based approach, like with dispatch tables. On the other hand, the

lookup approach described in [12] is just valid for totally ordered multi-methods.

Comparing with the above lookup automaton approach, this paper performs the following improvements:

• Define a new dispatch algebra applicable to both totally and partially ordered multi-methods;

• Based on the dispatch algebra, the lookup automaton lists all possible dispatch cases rather than a part,

as done in [12]. Consequently, a run-time subtype checking is obsolete, and the time efficiency of the

lookup is improved by means of nested transition-array accesses;

• The transition-arrays can be compressed using the grouping technique, which is originally used for dis-

patching table structure [5].

3   Model

Type Hierarchy and Type Orderings.   A type hierarchy, denoted by �, consists of several types for which a

subtype (or supertype) relation is defined. In general, the subtype relation forms just a partial ordering and can

not resolve the typical problem of multiple-inheritance conflict. Thus, some languages extend the subtype or-

dering by further ordering the supertypes of a type, e.g. local type ordering (CLOS [8]) and global type order-



ing (ComonLoops [7]); some languages do not extend that, e.g. Cecil [10, 11] and Key [21]. In any case, we

uniformly say that A is less than B with respect to C if the following conditions hold:

• A and B are the supertypes of C;

• Either A is a subtype of B, or A precedes B according to the extended order (if defined) among the super-

types of C.

The dispatch techniques presented in this paper are applicable for all type orderings.

Method Applicability.    Let

� = {mi(T1
i , ���, T�

i ) � 1 � i � n}

be the set of multi-methods with the same name and the same argument-arity �. It is assumed that the signa-

tures of mi and mj are different when i � j. The method mi(T1
i , ���, T�

i ) is applicable for a method invocation

m(T1, ���, T�) if and only if Tk is a subtype of Tk
i , 1 � k � �.

Method Specificity.   Generally, there may exist more than one method in � which is applicable to a method

invocation. Thus we need to define an order among them. Given methods mi(T1
i , ���, T�

i ) and mj(T1
j , ���, T�

j )

which are applicable for the invocation m(T1, ���, T�), there are two different kinds of multi-methods to identify

the specificity between methods mi and mj:

• Totally Ordered Multi-Methods (TOMM): In a predefined order (such as left-to-right1), find the first ar-

gument position in which the argument types of mi and mj differ, say k. If type Tk
i  is less than Tk

j  with

respect to type Tk, then mi is more specific than mj, and vice versa. For example, CLOS supports

TOMM;

• Partially Ordered Multi-Methods (POMM): mi is more specific than mj if and only if, for each argument

position k, either Tk
i  is less than Tk

j  with respect to Tk or Tk
i  is equal to Tk

j . This implies that there exists

at least one position k such that Tk
i  is not equal to Tk

j , because of the assumption that the signatures of mi

and mj differ. Languages supporting POMM are Cecil [10, 11] and Key [21].

Task of Dispatching.   Given a method invocation m, the task of dispatching for TOMM is to calculate the

most specific applicable method. For POMM, however, the most specific method may not exist. Uniformly,

the task for multiple dispatching is as follows:

   (a) Compute the set of applicable methods for the method invocation;

   (b) If the set of applicable methods is empty, then the method invocation is not applicable and the error

“message not understood” is signalled;

   (c) If the set of applicable methods is not empty and this set contains a most specific method, then the most

specific method is the dispatch result for the method invocation;

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1. Any predefined order can be transformed into left-to-right by exchanging the argument positions during compile time. Hence,
without loss of generality, we can assume that the predefined order is left-to-right during dispatching.



Fig. 2.  The multiplication tables of the binary operator ‘&’
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   (d) If the set of applicable methods is not empty but this set contains no unique most specific method, then

the method invocation results in a “message ambiguous” error. This case can happen only for POMM

and it is expected that the method ambiguity is resolved by programmers [10].

In a statically typed language, case (b) can be detected at compile-time; in a dynamically typed language,

however, case (b) must be detected at run-time in general.

4   Dispatch Algebra

Now we present an algebra to calculate the dispatch result. The overall idea is to identify the method specifici-

ty for each pair of multi-methods with regard to a specific position of the argument types. Afterwards, the

method specificity for each pair of multi-methods is determined by sequentially going through all positions of

the argument types.

Given a type T ∈ � and number k, 1 � k � �, we define an n�n matrix

 �(k, T) = (�ij)n�n, where �ij ∈ {�, •, �, �}

to indicate the specificity for each pair of methods with respect to the kth argument types. The element �ij in

matrix �(k, T) is defined as follows:

• If at least one of Tk
i  and Tk

j  (the kth argument types of mi and mj) is not a supertype of T, let �ij = ‘�’;

• If both Tk
i  and Tk

j  are supertypes of T:

(a) If Tk
i  = Tk

j , let �ij = ‘�’;

(b) If Tk
i  is less than Tk

j  with respect to type T, let �ij = ‘�’;

(c) Let �ij = ‘•’ in other cases.

Matrix �(k, T) has two properties: (1) If Tk
i  is not a supertype of T then all elements in the ith row or the ith

column are equal to ‘�’; (2) In the diagonal �ii is equal to ‘�’ if and only if Tk
i  is a supertype of T.

In order to depict the specificity among the methods in � with respect to all positions of argument types,

we introduce a binary operator

&:  {�, •, �, �} � {�, •, �, �} � {�, •, �, �}.

The definition of operator ‘&’ is shown in Fig. 2 and is different for POMM and TOMM.



By means of the operator ‘&’, we now define a binary operation � on matrices �1 = ��1
ij
�

n�n
and �2 =

��2
ij
�

n�n
as follows:

�1 � �2 = ��1
ij & �

2
ij
�

n�n
, where �1

ij, �
2
ij ∈ {�, •, �, �}.

We now have the following important result for multiple dispatching.

Theorem 1   Given a method invocation m(T1, ���, T�), the matrix

�(1, T1)� �(2, T2) � ... � �(�, T�) = (�ij)n�n  (1)

has the following properties:

   (a) The set of applicable methods for the invocation m(T1, ���, T�) is � = {mi ∈ � � �ii � ‘�’};

   (b) If � = ∅ (i.e. �ij = ‘�’ for all i and j), the invocation is not understood;

   (c) If � � ∅, consider the set � = � – {mj ∈ � � ∃i such that �ij = ‘�’}. If � includes only one element

(method), then the method is the dispatch result; else the “message ambiguous” error is signalled (this

case can happen only for POMM). ❚

The proof of the above theorem is presented in the appendix.

Matrix (1) indicates a way to calculate the dispatch result for a given method invocation. The following

dispatch techniques are based on the result of Theorem 1, applicable for both POMM and TOMM.

5   Lookup Structure

Based on the result of Theorem 1, we introduce a lookup automaton to describe the possible dispatch results.

Given a number k, 1 � k � �, consider the set of matrices

�
*
k = {�(1, T1)� �(2, T2) � ... � �(k, Tk) � (T1, T2, ���, Tk) ∈ �k}.

The automaton is constructed with the following characteristics:

• The states of the automaton are grouped into levels from 0 to �. An initial state is at level 0, and final

states are at level �;

• There is a one-to-one correspondence between the states at level k (1 � k � �) and the matrices in �*
k.

Especially, the initial state (at level 0) corresponds to matrix (�)n�n (i.e. the matrix (�ij)n�n where all �ij

are equal to ‘�’);

• The input symbols for the automaton are the types in �;

• A state, qi, reaches another state, qj, on input symbol T ∈ � if and only if:

(1) qi is at level k, 0 � k < �, and qj at level k + 1;

(2) �i � �(k, T) = �j where matrices �i and �j correspond to qi and qj;

• For each final state, the dispatch result is calculated by means of the corresponding matrix and is at-

tached to the state.

By means of this lookup automaton, the dispatch result of a method invocation m(T1, ���, T�) can be obtained at

the final state which is reached from the initial state on the successive input symbols T1, ���, T�.



Fig. 3   An example of type hierarchy �, a set of multi-methods � (POMM),
the corresponding lookup automaton and transition-arrays
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Every non-final state corresponding to matrix (�)n�n (i.e. the matrix (�ij)n�n where all �ij are equal to ‘�’)

can only reach a final state corresponding to the same matrix (�)n�n. Thus, the first compression strategy is to

merge all states corresponding to matrix (�)n�n into a final state, say –1, where the dispatch result is “message

not understood”.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a lookup automaton. The initial state is 0 and final states are characterized by

double circles. In order to avoid drawing cross arrows, the states without circles refer to the corresponding

circled states. Note that the matrices are just used at the time of automaton construction and can be deleted

after the automaton has been constructed. The detailed algorithm to construct the above automaton is de-

scribed in the appendix.

Transition-Arrays.   Let succ(q, T) denote the state reached from the state q on input symbol T, and assume a

unique index is attributed to every type in �, i.e. � = {T1, T2, ..., Tu}. For each non-final state q there are u

state transitions, which can be represented by a transition-array, �q[1 .. u], such that �q[j] = succ(q, Tj), 1 � j

� u. For the state –1, a special transition-array �–1[1 .. u] is introduced such that �–1[j] = �–1, 1 � j � u.
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Especially, when succ(q, Tj) is a final state, the corresponding dispatch result is stored in the entry �q[j].

That is, if succ(q, Tj) = –1, let �i[j] = �–1; if succ(q, Tj) � –1, �i[j] stores the address of the dispatched method

(see Fig. 3). This implies that for POMM a predefined method merr must be introduced to deal with message

ambiguous error; when this message ambiguous error occurs at a final state, merr is regarded as the dispatched

method.

The transition-array �–1 can be shared by different lookup automata corresponding to different sets �.

Dispatch Coding.  For every object o, assume o.typ_idx returns the index of its type. In a statically typed

language, the method invocation m(o1, o2, ..., o�) can be translated into the following code:

meth_addr = �0[o1.typ_idx][o2.typ_idx]...[o�.typ_idx]

call meth_addr(o1, o2, ..., o�)

In a dynamically typed language, however, an additional check is required to ensure that meth_addr � �–1;

otherwise, the invocation is not understood.

6   Compression of Transition-Arrays

For each level k, 0 � k < �, all transition-arrays (except �–1) corresponding to states at level k form a two-di-

mensional array (i.e. a table), for which the following compression techniques can be used:

• group all identical columns;

• delete the columns that contain only one value––the address of array �–1.

Corresponding to this grouping, a new argument-array, �k[1 .. u], is introduced such that �k[i] holds the posi-

tion of the column in the grouped array corresponding to the original column i; if the original column i has

been deleted, let �k[i] = 0.

Fig. 4  demonstrates this grouping technique based on the transition-arrays shown in Fig. 3. The transition-

array �–1 does not attend the grouping, because of the assumption that it can be shared by different lookup

automata.

Effectiveness of Grouping.  The benefit of the grouping depends on the concrete transition-arrays. Assume

that an ungrouped table at level k has nk rows and u columns, so that the table has u⋅nk entries. Now assume



that the table can be grouped into a new one with nk rows and p (p � u) columns. Counting the additional

argument-array �k[1 .. u], the space used in the grouped table and the array �k is p⋅nk + u. Thus, the grouping

is effective if and only if

u⋅nk > nk + u.  (2)

There are two obvious cases where the grouping is not effective: nk = 1 (e.g. when k = 0), and p = u (i.e. the

table can not be grouped). For example, in Fig. 4 grouping array �0 is not effective but grouping the others is.

Thus, at a given level whether to group the transition-arrays or not depends on its effectiveness, which can

be determined by relation (2) at compile-time.

Dispatch Coding.  The dispatch code based on the grouped transition-arrays now differs from the code based

on the ungrouped arrays. In a statically typed language the method invocation m(o1, o2, ..., o�) can be trans-

lated as

meth_addr = �0[U1][U2]...[U�]

call meth_addr(o1, o2, ..., o�)

where Uk is either the code �k[ok.typ_idx] if the transition-arrays at level k have been grouped, or just the code

ok.typ_idx if not. The concrete codes of all Uk are determined at compile-time.

In a dynamically typed language, a run-time check is necessary to verify that neither Uk = � nor meth_addr

= �–1; otherwise, the invocation is not understood.

7   Time Efficiency

Having presented the techniques for constructing the lookup structure and generating the dispatch code, we

evaluate in this section the time efficiency of dispatching using these techniques; we also compare that to the

compressed dispatch table structure [5].

The dispatch code based on the transition-arrays is translated into � nested array accesses which take �

indirections. Furthermore, by the grouping technique, at most � additional indirections for argument-arrays �k

are introduced. Thus, our lookup strategy needs at most 2� and at least � nested one-dimensional array ac-

cesses. Comparing with the dispatch table structure, lookup requires one �-dimensional array access plus �

one-dimensional argument-arrays accesses for the argument-arrays. At first glance, it seems that less indirec-

tions are needed by the dispatch table approach. However, a multi-dimensional array is internally represented

by a linear array (either implicitly by a compiler or explicitly by a program), so that an index transformation

from the multi-dimensional one into the linear one is needed. For example, suppose a three-dimensional array

�3[1 .. n1, 1 .. n2, 1 .. n3] is internally represented by a linear array �1[1 .. n1n2n3]. The index [i1, i2, i3] in �3 is

transformed into the index in �1 as follows:

n3⋅[(i1 – 1)n2 + (i2 – 1)] + i3.

Counting the cost of the index transformation, we can not find an obvious difference between the cost of an

�-dimensional array access and the cost of � nested one-dimensional array accesses. We test that on a Sun-

Sparc station 2: When � = 3 and n1 = n2 = n3 = 100, repeating 106 times the formal strategy (a three-dimen-



sional array access) needs total system-time 0.150s, the later (three nested one-dimensional array accesses)

needs 0.140s.2 This difference is very small such that the time efficiency for both strategies can be regarded as

the same.

On the other hand, for dynamically typed languages, the grouped transition-array approach needs to per-

form the null-checking for the � indices; the dispatch table approach also needs to perform the same null-

checking on the � argument arrays. Both checks take the same time cost. Thus, the time efficiencies for both

structures are the same.

8   Space Efficiency

With respect to the space efficiency there is a considerable difference between the transition-array structure

and dispatch table structure. In this section we analyze and compare the space costs of common benchmarks

for multiple dispatching. Furthermore, several experimental results are given. Overall, for binary multi-meth-

ods the difference is not obvious; however, when the method arity is greater than 2 the transition-array struc-

ture will be more efficient than dispatch table structure, especially when multi-methods are just sparsely de-

fined.

Operator Pattern.   The first pattern is with respect to operators. We consider a type hierarchy �, on which

the multi-methods are defined with �-ary signatures (Ti, Ti, ..., Ti), Ti ∈ �. The lookup automaton for this

pattern has the following properties:

• At each level k, 1 � k � a, there are total n states, so that the automaton has total (� – 1)n + 1 non-final

states;

• For each non-final state there are n state transitions;

• Grouping the transition-arrays is not effective.

The space cost of the transition-arrays corresponding to this automaton is n + (� – 1)n2. For comparison, the

space cost for the compressed dispatch table for this pattern is n� [5], where the grouping technique is not

effective. The following table lists the space costs between these two structures when n = 100:

10.1K 20.1K 30.1K

1M 100M

� = 2 � = 3 � = 4

Transition-arrays

Dispatch Table 10K

The space cost for transition-arrays is essentially reduced in comparison to the space cost for the dispatch table

when � > 2.

Cross Product Pattern.   This is a typical usage of multi-methods. In general, consider a type hierarchy con-

sisting of � separated parts (see Fig. 5) and multi-methods are defined with �-ary signatures (Ti, Uj, ..., Yl),

where all subscripts i, j, ..., l are greater than 0. Furthermore, an additional method is defined on signature (T0,

U0, ..., Y0) which plays the role of error-handling function.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
2. The testing program is written in C. In fact each time cost listed above includes also the time costs used for a loop-control (from 1
to 106), which is same for both strategies.



Fig. 5   A type hierarchy � consists of the � separated parts
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The lookup automaton for this pattern has the following properties:

• At each level k, 1 � k � a, there are p1p2...pk + 1 states;

• The state at level k can reach state –1 on every input symbols (types) not belonging to the kth separated

part of the type hierarchy;

• Grouping the transition-arrays at each level from 2 to � – 1 is effective.

The space cost for the transition-array structure is

N⋅� +   [(p1 + 1)(p2 + 1)]   + ... +   [(p1p2...p�–1 + 1)(p� + 1)]  (3)

where N is the number of types in these � separated parts.

On the other hand, the space cost for the compressed dispatch table for this pattern is

N⋅� + (p1 + 1)(p2 + 1)...(p� + 1)  (4)

where the first term N⋅� is the cost for argument-arrays.

Expressions (3) and (4) differ only slightly. When p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = 10, the following table shows the

space costs for both structures:

12.4K

14.8K

� = 2 � = 3 � = 4

Transition-arrays

Dispatch Table 165 1.43K

1.33K165

In the cross-product pattern, the space cost for transition-array structure and dispatch table structure are nearly

the same.

Semi-Cross Product Pattern.   In fact, the full cross product pattern is just an extreme case in real applica-

tions. In practice, the semi-cross product pattern is more likely. For example, consider a typical application

that displays multimedia objects, such as audios, videos, images, and texts on certain devices, such as

screens, printers, phones, and so on. Thus, binary multi-methods displayOn can be defined for the pairs of

types (obj_type, dev_type) where obj_type and dev_type are the types belonging to two separate parts of the

following type hierarchy

devicemm_object

audio video text screen printer phoneimage ...



However, it makes no sense to define a full cross product, since functions such as displayOn(audio, printer)

and displayOn(image, phone) are not practical. Instead, a semi-cross product is defined while the method

displayOn(mm_object, device) plays the role of an error-handling function. For instance, the above non-sense

method invocation displayOn(image, phone) would be dispatched to the method displayOn(mm_object, de-

vice), by which the error message will be signalled.

Let � be the set of multi-methods defined on the type hierarchy shown in Fig. 5. In a semi-cross product

pattern, � is a subset of multi-methods in the (full) cross product pattern. However, the error-handling func-

tion m(T0, U0, ..., Y0) always belongs to �.

For this set �, the space cost of the dispatch table structure is

N⋅� + q1q2...q�  (5)

where N is number of types in the type hierarchy, and qk = �{Tk � m(T1, ���, Tk, ���, T�) ∈ �}� is the length in

the kth dimension of the dispatch table, 1 � k � �.

On the other hand, the space cost of the transition-array structure is

N⋅� + r1q2 + r2q3 + ... + r�–1q�  (6)

where rk = �{(T1, ���, Tk) � m(T1, ���, Tk, ���, T�) ∈ �}� is the number of states at level k, 1 � k � �. Accord-

ing to the definition of semi-cross product, the following relation holds:

rk � (q1 –1)(q2 – 1)...(qk –1) + 1.

However, in general we have rk << (q1 –1)(q2 – 1)...(qk –1) + 1. In this case the expression (6) is far less than

expression (5) when � > 2, i.e. the space cost of the transition-array structure is far less than the cost for

dispatch table.

Consider an example of the semi-cross product where multi-methods are sparsely defined: In the type hier-

archy shown in Fig. 5, let p1 = p2 = ... = p� and multi-methods are defined with signatures

(Ti, Ui, ..., Yi),  i = 0, 1, ..., p1.

By formula (5) the space cost for dispatch table structure is

N⋅� +  (p1 	 1)�  (7)

By formula (6) the space cost for transition-array structure is

N⋅� + (� – 1)(p1 	 1)2  (8)

The difference between (7) and (8) is obvious. For example, when p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = 40, the space costs for

both structures are as follows:

5.7K

69.2K 2.8M

� = 2 � = 3 � = 4

Transition-arrays

Dispatch Table

3.7K1.8K

1.8K

Experimental Results.   After analyzing and comparing the space efficiencies for the common benchmarks,

we now present several experimental results to further examine the space efficiencies. We define a type hierar-



chy with 60 types, based on which the signatures for multi-methods with a same arity (between 2 and 4) are

randomly generated by a program. The following table shows the results of six experiments.

���� Size of transition-arrays Size of dispatch table

2

2

3

3

4

4

86

157

960982

1024

101 81.5K4.4K

200 117.8K8.2K

180 30.6M9.8K

301 34.6M14.8K

1029

The table shows that for binary methods there is no substantial difference between the approaches, while for

methods with greater arities, the transition-array structure is superior to the dispatch table structure.

9   Conclusions

In this paper we presented a time and space efficient dispatch strategy for both partially and totally ordered

multi-methods, applicable to both statically and dynamically typed languages. The techniques presented are

concluded as follows:

• Given a type hierarchy � and a set of multi-methods �, the lookup automaton is constructed;

• In the automaton, the states and state transitions are represented by a series of transition-arrays;

• The transition-arrays can be compressed using a grouping technique;

• The code of dispatching for a method invocation is translated into at most 2� and at least � nested one-

dimensional array accesses, where � is the arity of the method invocation.

The trick of our approach is to combine the advantages of both the lookup automaton structure [12] and the

compressed dispatch table structure [5]. The former one provides a good space compression property, while

the later provides a fast run-time dispatch mechanism. Thus, the features of our techniques are two-fold. First,

the time efficiency is same as for dispatch table structure. Second, the lookup structure effectively prevents the

space usage to be combinatorially explosive, especially when multi-methods are just sparsely defined. Analy-

sis and experiments support this claim.
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Appendices

A.   Proof of Theorem 1

Given a method invocation m(T1, ���, T�), assume

�(k, Tk) = ��k
ij
�

n�n
, 1 � k � �.

Now we have

�ij = �1
ij & �2

ij & ... & ��

ij.

According to the definition of operator ‘&’ (see Fig. 2), �ij = ‘�’ iff ∃k, 1 � k � �, such that �k
ij = ‘�’. Thus,

according to the definition of matrix �(k, Tk), it is easy to check that � = {mi ∈ � � �ii � ‘�’} is the set of

applicable methods for the invocation m(T1, ���, T�).

On the other hand, For POMM, �ij = ‘�’ iff ∀k, 1 � k � �, either �k
ij =  ‘�’ or �k

ij =  ‘�’. For TOMM, �ij =

‘�’ iff ∃k, 1 � k � �, such that (1) ∀l, 1 � l < k, �l
ij =  ‘�’; (2) �k

ij =  ‘�’; (3) ∀l, k < l � �, �l
ij � ‘�’. Thus, in

any case, �ij = ‘�’ iff (1) mi and mj are applicable to the invocation m(T1, ���, T�); (2) mi is more specific than mj

with respect to the invocation. Based on this fact, it is easy to check that the set

� = � – {mj ∈ � � ∃i such that �ij = ‘�’}

consists of the (locally) most specific methods with respect to the invocation for both POMM and TOMM.

B.   Algorithm of Constructing a Lookup Automaton

A lookup automaton is a deterministic finite automaton [3] which is defined as a 5-tuple (Q, �, succ, q0, F),

where Q is a finite set of states; � a finite set of input symbols; succ a state transition function, which is a

mapping Q � � � Q; q0 ∈ Q the initial state of the finite state control; and F ⊆ Q the set of final states.

The following routine construct constructs the automaton. For each state q ∈ Q, let q.� denote the corre-

sponding matrix. Furthermore, let Qk denote the set of states created at level k, 0 � k � �. Thus, F = Q�.

routine construct()
{ create an initial state q0 such that q0.� = (�)n�n

Q0 
 {q0}
for k = 1 to � do

foreach q ∈ Qk–1 do
foreach T ∈ � do

if ∃qold ∈ Qk such that qold.� = q.� � �(k, T) then succ(q, T) 
 qold
else
{ create a new state qnew such that qnew.� = q.� � �(k, T)

add qnew into Qk
succ(q, T) 
 qnew

}
merge all states q such that q.� = (�)n�n into a new final state –1
compute the dispatch result at each final state q ∈ Q�  by means of the matrix q.�

}


